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Additional Help With Formats For Citing Sources In Your Academic Writing

Need additional guidance on proper citation formatting? Visit the SU Libraries Citation Guide Website @ http://researchguides.library.syr.edu/citation

SEE ALSO:

- **Penn State University – APA Citation Style Quick Guide** - http://guides.libraries.psu.edu/apaquickguide
  see especially – the “other formats” subpage – that includes examples of citing television shows or motion pictures; one of their citation examples uses the scenario of citing a motion picture drawn from the Kanopy streaming video database (Kanopy is available at SU)

- **Easybib – how to cite a photograph**

- **APA Blog – how to cite social media**

- **Colgate University – Visual Resources Library – Citing Images**
  https://sites.google.com/a/colgate.edu/colgatevr/citing-images/citing-images-apa

- **American Psychological Association (APA) Blog**
  http://blog.apastyle.org/apastyle/

- **APA Blog – navigating copyright for reproduced images**
  http://blog.apastyle.org/apastyle/2016/01/navigating-copyright-overview.html
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